Groups love Pittsburgh! With scenic vistas, a highly-acclaimed culinary scene, vibrant arts, cultural events and celebrated sports teams, the city has something for everyone. Bring your group to Pittsburgh and experience what everyone is talking about!

Pittsburgh is motor coach friendly! Centrally located within 500 miles of more than half the U.S. population and less than six hours by vehicle to nine states, Washington D.C. and Canada.

For assistance planning your group’s Pittsburgh experience, contact:

Katie Conaway
Domestic & International Group Sales Director
Katie.conaway@visitpittsburgh.com
412.325.0295
Zagat named Pittsburgh the “Number One Food City” in the U.S., with options like our infamous Primanti Sandwich, high-end cuisine, low-down street food and locally grown delicacies; your group will enjoy tasting it all! Indulge further with local craft beer, wine, gin, rum and whiskey.

Learners of all ages will delight in Pittsburgh’s journey from “Steelmaking Capital of the World” to “Silicon Valley of the East.” From Andrew Carnegie to Andy Warhol, and from the Cathedral of Learning to the Heinz History Center, significant historical happenings define Pittsburgh.

Six Super Bowl championships, five World Series titles and five Stanley Cups make Pittsburgh the “City of Champions.” Take in game at our state-of-the-art arena and stadiums.

For sample itineraries, recommendations, additional resources and more:
VisitPittsburgh.com/group-tour

Experience a show in our vibrant Cultural District. Attend one of our festivals. Explore our numerous museums or simply enjoy the view from Mt. Washington as the city transforms into a sparkling metropolis as the sun sets.

Shoppers revel in the big savings from tax-free clothing, bargains at malls, outlets and eclectic boutiques. Pittsburgh also has plenty of trendy and family-friendly hotels and restaurants to suit every budget.